These excellent children's book illustrate kids living in Ethiopia. Use literature to increase cultural awareness and learn how kids live around the world. "L'histoire En Anglais Lettre De La Semaine" Livres D'histoires Pour Enfants "Ethiopie Mes Enfants. Little Lion's Bedtime."

Read 12 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Bold collages by a Caldecott Honor-winning artist illuminate a "Enfance Chansons Pour Enfants Amour De La Famille Histoires Vraies Livres Pour Enfants Espagnol English FranÃ§ais Enseigner."

The article covers the prehistory and history of Ethiopia from its emergence as an empire under the Aksumites to its current form as the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia as well as the history of other areas in what is now Ethiopia such as the Afar Triangle. The Ethiopian Empire (Abyssinia) was first founded by Ethiopian people in the Ethiopian Highlands. Due to migration and imperial expansion, it grew to include many other primarily Afro-Asiatic-speaking communities, including Amhara, Oromos However, when I began to scrutinize the history of Ethiopian Pentecostalism, I became intrigued and fascinated by the divergence of my sources, the often irreconcilable differences between two accounts of the same event, the divergent ways to set up a story, and the political thrust of my informants. Unique numbers throughout the book. In addition to the fieldwork in Ethiopia, I conducted a study tour to Finland and Sweden in the summer of 2004 during the course of which I gathered a large amount of archive material from the Finnish and Swedish Pentecostal missions working in Ethiopia. Another visit was paid to the archives of the World Council of Churches in Geneva in November 2007. Relevant excerpts of the Finnish material were translated. Find all the books, read about the author, and more. See search results for this author. Are you an author? When the World Began How the Tortoise Got Her Shell The Best Home Nyap and Nyakway (story from Gambella) The Day the Sky Fell The Enchanted Flute The Best Dream The Bull Who Gave Birth to a Calf The King of the Forest Abba Bollo and the Necklace The Jackal and the Rabbit The Baboon's Headband The Rat King's Son The. Although written for children, this collection of myths and legends from Ethiopia is also enjoyable and informative for adults who have friends from Ethiopia or who enjoy learning about other cultures.